
 
 

 
 

MC type (dual moving coil) stereo cartridge  

AT33R  
XXYEN 84,000. (Tax removal XXYEN 80,000.) 

Limitation production  

40 anniversary description sense モ 
デ Lu  
 

The audio Technica which is continued to be 
loved in many analog fans in the world 
cartridge. 
The AT33 type where even the among those 
the love person is many is the best-sellerdom 
model which represents MC type of audio 
Technica. 
As the standard model of the AT33E and the 
magazine which increased the number of 
series maximum sales it is picked up and 
reaching up to the present time such as the 
AT33LTD which shows the directivity where 
the AT33ML/OCC and the AT33 series 
whose appraisal is high are new and prize of 
magazine sponsorship the AT33PTG which 
receives as many as 6 furthermore, it 
continues to be loved. 
Commemorating audio Technica 40th 
anniversary, in addition, plan / the reference 
model which is designed is the knitting 
machine as a compilation into one book of the 
AT33 series which is continued to evolve over 
long term. It takes a second look one one of 
the components and makes and has been 
troubled, also the head shell of attachment 
has made the private design. 
The fan of the AT33 series those which from 
the first you can be satisfied with everyone of 
the analog fan we have been convinced. 

 

- High intensity, you adopt the titanic acid kalium mixed resin which actualizes treble 
quality for VC mold which locks the coil.  
- Gold evaporation ボロンムクテーパードカンチレバー short circuit conversion. Sound it 
is spread more faithfully.  
- To detail of vibrating type damping design. It applies the damping paint to vibrating 
system, controls the unnecessary vibration.  
- Are low with the micro linear needle of distortion factor as many as approximately 
1,000 hours high stability playback.  



 
 

 

 

 

- The damper tuning which is adjusted to the vibrating system which improves. 2 
damper systems of sound quality of AT33 series tradition.  
- In the coil the PCOCC6N the 6N-OFC, you adopt the PCOCC for the terminal pin in 
the sub lead wire.  
The place where each is good is pulled out < Series hybrid structure >  
- You adopt the 6N-OFC for also the shell lead wire.  
Sound quality optimization with the total which utilizes the know-how of the audio 
Technica cable design. 
- Furthermore you adopt the neodymium which strengthens magnetic force for the 
magnet. Past compared to furthermore to raise magnetic force, improvement.  
- You control unnecessary resonance with the titanium combination housing.  
- Inside housing and in vibrating system in sound quality profitable damping material < It 
leaps, the knight > You adopt.  
- Head shell private design. < It leaps, the knight > Tuning damping head shell.  
- The lightweight cylinder attachment which increases the degree of arm 
correspondence of the shell attachment (universal type).  
Shell installation screw sound quality concern specification of brass make.  

* Technical data  
Type: MC type  
Playback frequency range: 15 - 50,000Hz 
Output voltage: 0.5mV (1kHz and 5cm/sec. 
Channel separation: 30dB (1kHz) 
Output balance: 0.5dB (1kHz) 
Stylus pressure: 1.6 - 2.0g (1.8g standard) 
Coil impedance: 17 Omega (1kHz) 
Direct current resistance: 17 Omega 
Load resistance: 20 Omega or more  
Coil inductance: 70 mu H (1kHz) 
Static compliance: 40×10 - 6cm/dyne  
Dynamic compliance  

10×10 - 6cm/dyne (100Hz)  
Needle tip form: Micro linear (ML) 
Vertical tracking angle: 23° 

Substance external size: H16×W16.6×D26.5mm 
Mass (cartridge itself): 7g 
Head shell attaching mass (at the time of brass 
screw installation) 
27g (weight cylinder): 23g (lightweight cylinder) 
Because (it is improvement and the like, there are times when it 
modifies without notice.)  
 

- Needle exchange (tax removal XXYEN 56,000.)  
The AT33R being to become the limited commodity 
after production end, (at needle exchange price to 
this corporation suitable item) becomes exchange. 
 
 

 
PC$$OC$$C=Pure Copper by Ohno Continuous 
Casting process 
(Monocrystal condition high purity oxygen free 
copper) 
6N=99.99996% 

Type turn  JAN cord/code  Carton  Package size Sale day  
AT33R  T4961310070786  10PCS.  H59×W121×D113mm November of 2002 21st  

 Product information (the cartridge & the audio accessory) it returns to the home page 


